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1 Trend of Future Network Evolution
The strategies of Industry 4.0 and Internet+ are driving a massive upgrading of traditional
industries, assisted by innovative internet technologies, to become more intelligent and
scale customized. The upgrading requires massive data to be collected and centralized
to cloud, and bring the whole society to an ‖era of cloud‖. In the ―era of cloud‖, it is
necessary for network resources to be allocated dynamically thus dramatically increasing
resource efficiency. Telecom network need to deal with more complicated and
differentiated scenarios, and to break through vertically-divided rigid systems and
ever-locked network elements.
Correspondingly, technologies of cloud computing and SDN/NFV have emerged to
provide technical drivers to the transformation of traditional telecom networks. Cloud
computing fundamentally changes the mode of service offering; SDN separates control
planes from forwarding planes and enables capability exposure based on centralized
control; and NFV decouples software functions from hardware and archives network
function virtualization. In general, cloud computing and SDN/NFV are the technologies
that bring ‗changes‘ to the architecture of traditional telecom networks, and the influences
over the network includes:

1.1

Cloud data center is becoming the new infrastructure

of telecom network
Data center is commonly mentioned as a set of centralized processing, storage,
transmission, interchange and management to be realized within a certain physical
space. Along with applications of cloud computing, Cloud Data Centers (DCs) are
overtaking and replacing the current form of DCs in every aspect.
While Cloud DCs abstract capabilities of physical resources in DCs, such as
servers(CPUs and memories)，network, storage and etc., which breaks the barriers
between physical entities and archive more efficient composition and usage of these
resources. Cloud DCs can also be addressed as a set of services of hosts, networks and
storages in cloud, which are supplied to customers by cloud computing technology.
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Along with the rapid progress of Cloud DCs in the IT field, the telecom industry would like
to get the virtues of Cloud DCs including flexibility, low cost and scalability to re-architect
telecom network. Therefore the NFV-based telco cloud emerges to change legacy
telecom network. The NFV-based telco cloud will become the new infrastructure of
telecom network, and network elements will be deployed on x86 universal servers as
virtualized network functions, and network resources will match loads dynamically, and
automation and agility of the management of telecom network will be improved
significantly. All these changes will help operators to possess the ability of ‖Leading
Elephants to Dance‖.

1.2

Telecom network is migrating from vertically divided

architecture to horizontally layered one
The software of the traditional telecom network element is highly coupled with its
hardware. To meet requirements of increasing service demands, more closed network
elements have been piling up over the complicated and rigid infrastructure network, so as
to produce a large amount of independent ―overlay‖ networks and service ―silos‖. These
vertically divided networks always lead to a higher cost, whereas their resources cannot
be shared among each other and the coordination and convergence of these networks
can hardly be built.
These vertically divided rigid networks composed of closed hardware eventually lead to a
higher CAPEX and OPEX for telecom networks with enormous difficulties encountered in
the provision of innovative services to compete with those OTT providers, and this
definitely causes a widening gap between operator‘s revenues and traffic volumes.
Although in the telecom industry, some ideas have been attempted to separate control
planes from forwarding planes, such as GMPLS and IMS, the rigid closed system is not
yet changed.
In the era of cloud, the network will be re-architected over the cloud, by which we can
expect a breakthrough of traditional rigid networks and a significant upgrading of the
telecom industry. SDN/NFV is the technical driver to accelerate the process of network
re-architecture, introducing a great potential for telecom networks.

6
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1.3

Operating system is aiming to smart operation
Along with users‘ habits tamed by various easy-to-use OTT services, their requirements
are higher and more diverse. The operators‘ traditional operation and maintenance
capability is challenged in follows aspects:
1.

Long TTM of new services and slow processes for the R&D of innovative services
seriously weaken the operator‘s competiveness;

2.

The network Operation & Maintenance (O&M) becomes more and more complex by
piling up various technologies. The large amount of divided networks and service
―silos‖ bring about challenges over the network management and O&M.

Facing with the challenges, the IT-based smart operation has been an option for major
operators. Featuring order-on-demand, service-on-demand and network-on-demand, the
unified smart operation helps the operator to reduce both CapEx and OpEx and rapidly
improve the customer experience.
In summary, cloud computing and SDN/NFV technologies provide a strong basis for the
telecom network re-architecture. The next generation network will be rebuilt upon the
infrastructure with data centers, re-divided to horizontal functional layers, and supported
by the smart operation.
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2 Elastic Re-architecture of Future Network
2.1

Introduction and overall architecture
ZTE‘s perspective of future network architecture can be concluded as ―One Center,
Dual-Engines and Triple-layer Re-architectures‖:
One Center
Re-architecture of telecom network will be cloud virtual datacenter (vDC) -centric, and
cloud will dominate the infrastructure of the new network.
Dual-Engines
SDN and NFV are two technologies facilitating each other. SDN enables the separation
of control planes from forwarding planes and capability exposure based on centralized
control, whereas NFV enables the decoupling of software functions from hardware and
virtualization of network functions, which redefines the cloud-based architecture for
telecom networks.
Triple-layer Re-architectures
Re-architecture of network driven by cloud computing and SDN/NFV can be illustrated in
three layers:
Network re-architecture: to build up a ―cloud & network converged‖ infrastructure layer.
Network service re-architecture: to construct a ―virtualized and open‖ service function
layer.
Operation re-architecture: to compose a ―smartly-operated‖ orchestration layer.

8
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Figure 2-1 Triple-layer Re-architectures of Future Network Architecture
Network Re-architecture
Network re-architecture, in combination with cloud computing and SDN technologies,
reconstructs legacy telecomm network infrastructures to a cloud & network converged
one. After network re-architecture is done, the new infrastructure network will focus on
enabling the IaaS (telco cloud, IT cloud and Enterprise cloud) capability.
Network Service Re-architecture
Network service re-architecture focuses on implementation of VNFs under the NFV
framework, further deconstruction and convergence of multiple VNFs, one-button
deployment and elastic scalability of multiple VNFs by the management of VNFM, and
capability exposure of VNFs. After network re-architecture is done, a NFVI layer based
on NFV architecture will be formed, on which, enabled by service orchestration, a variety
of VNFs can be rapidly and agilely deployed. These VNFs include those operator‘s
self-operated services (vEPC, vIMS, vBNG, vCPE and etc.), which correspond to SaaS
capability and the components of PaaS functional component library oriented to
third-parties which correspond to PaaS capability.
Operation Re-architecture
While network re-architecture and network service re-architecture achieve the
transformation of front-end systems of telecom networks, operation re-architecture
focuses on the transformation of back-end operation systems, enabling their capabilities
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of operation and management of new virtual networks, seamless integration with the
legacy network, and E2E close-loop automation. The objective of operation
re-architecture is to build a smartly operated architecture based on cloud services.
Network re-architecture and network service re-architecture are the enablers of IaaS,
PaaS and SaaS, whereas operation re-architecture provides operability features such as
cloud capabilities‘ presentation, subscription and billing. After operation re-architecture is
done, the service offering model of telecom networks will be based on cloud services,
and Everything as a Service (XaaS) will be put into reality.
Focusing on the triple-layer re-architectures, ZTE develops the ElasticNet solution.
ElasticNet means software-defined networks featuring layered structure, centralized
control and unified management, which incorporate SDN/NFV frameworks, and to be
introduced with ideas of cloud computing, big data and openness. They adopt a
triple-layer architecture composed by orchestration layer – MICT-OSTM, service function
layer - Elastic Cloud ServiceTM and infrastructure layer - Elastic Cloud Infrastructure, and
to be introduced with multi-tiered DC (Edge-DC, District-DC and Central-DC) deployment
mode, and constitutes the operator‘s target architecture in a form of ―Driven by
dual-engines of SDN/NFV technologies and centralized managed by the MICT-OSTM‖.

Figure 2-2 Target Architecture of ElasticNet
Elastic Cloud ServiceTM, one of the key components of ElasticNet, realizes a variety of
virtualized network functions on DCs in accordance with NFV framework. It introduces
MANO for the purpose of managing the VNFs‘ life cycles and their automatic
deployments and operations. It also enables network-wise automatic deployments of
E2E NFV services and capability exposure, and the adoption of an optimum strategy
based on customer needs and the status of resources throughout the network, so that to
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achieve rapid deployments of services and maximized the utilization of resources, and
allow rapid constitutions of customized networks and significantly reductions of network
construction costs.

2.2

Network re-architecture: creates a "cloud & network

converged" infrastructure layer
2.2.1

Overview
In the traditional telecom architecture, the network forms the infrastructure. After the
introduction of DCs, DCs and network will constitute together the new infrastructure that
is "cloud & network convergent."
The cloud & network converged infrastructure includes two core resources:
DC: the vDCs powered by SDN, which are the core "points" of the infrastructure, and
bear telco NFV cloud, IT cloud, enterprise cloud and other cloud services based on IaaS.
SD-WAN: the SDN-based WANs, which are the core "connection lines" of the
infrastructure, and include SD-OTN (SDON), SD-IPRAN, SD-PTN, SD-Access, SD-DCI
and other scenarios.

2.2.2

“Cloud”: re-architects network nodes based on cloud DCs
Along with the evolution of telecom services to NFV and the integration of IT applications,
Data Centers become services‘ containers and the core bearers of the operator. The
operator‘s legacy DCs (telecommunication rooms, IT data centers, enterprise data
centers and traditional data centers) will evolve to unified IaaS architectures. DCs will
become the core nodes of the future telecom network,

carry all kinds of software and

IT systems based on NFV and cloud, and realize ICT integration. DCs will also become
one part of infrastructures, to achieve the unified deployment and scheduling of cloud
and network resources
ZTE‘s Elastic DC provides four core capabilities to support the construction of the
operator‘s network.
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Virtualization, which is based on the cloud-based virtualization and the SDN-based
network virtualization;



Forwarding acceleration ability, which is archived by the software and hardware
acceleration technology;



Capability of containerization, such as Docker;



Capability to achieve converged cloud, which provides telco NFV cloud, IT cloud,
enterprise cloud and other cloud services.

Virtualization is the base of cloud DCs, high-speed forwarding and containerization are
enhanced capabilities of cloud DCs, and converged cloud is the manifestation of cloud
DCs.

Figure 2-3 Four Core Capabilities of Cloud DCs
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2.2.3 “Cloud & Network Converged” SD-WAN re-architects network
connections
The future network will adopt cloud DCs as the core of architecture. Cloud and network
will be integrated. Cloud DCs provide containers and resource pools for network service
control, on the other hand fast and flexible network connections make it possible to
access massive users and form larger cloud resources pools.
At first, IP access is the basic mode for personal, residential and enterprise users to
access data centers. Mobile access and fixed network access to cloud DCs are both
popular for visiting of massive information of cloud DCs. The operator need to deploy
access networks in a flexible and elastic manner to provide fast connections. SDN-based
control becomes a high cost-effectiveness option for cloud access.
Secondly, when network is the basic structure of the cloud interconnection and various
geographically separated clouds are required to be merged into one large cloud, to
realize the DCs‘ connections on WAN level will enable the distribution of a tenant across
WAN and the migration of VMs across WAN. The cloud interconnection provides cloud
IaaS network services.
The constructions of cloud DCs bring traffic to cloud nodes and change the traffic model
of the traditional backbone network and the optimization of IP backbone traffic is required
at the same time. The synergy of the IP and optical layers can achieve the globally
optimized schedule of traffic at a larger scale and reduce the transmission cost.
Finally, SDN‘s northbound interface provides openness of network capabilities to users
and third parties, which makes it possible to reshape the form of the industry and provide
infinite possibilities for network service innovations. On the other hand, along with the
trend of separation of the control planes from the forwarding planes, the forwarding
planes can adopt universal and equipments, the control planes can adopt centralized
control. Simplified equipments can reduce O&M and procurement costs.
SD-WAN is the typical application of SDN in the transport network area. SD-WAN
focuses on the E2E connections and provisioning of heterogeneous networks by
introducing SDN technology and the flexible customization and scheduling of APP users.
Comparing with traditional transport networks, the SD-WAN has following 4 advantages:


Support E2E connections
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2.2.4



Support centralized network control and optimization



Support coordination of heterogeneous networks with multiple layers



Support openness of network capability

Highlights of network re-architecture
The objective of network re-architecture is to create could-network convergent
infrastructures. The key highlights of Network re-architecture are:


To constitute the target architecture featuring ―cloud & network convergence‖, and
to achieve coordination and unified management of could and network;



To provide four key capabilities for building the telco cloud, which are virtualization,
high-speed forwarding, containerization and converged cloud.



To achieve E2E coordination of SDN-based network, with multi-layer and
heterogeneous integration & openness.

2.3

Network service re-architecture: builds a “virtualized

and open”service layer
2.3.1

Overview
Network service re-architecture focuses on the reconstruction and integration of
traditional NEs and their service capabilities, including the realization of virtualized NEs
in different ways (such as componentization, micro-service reforming and deploying
using containers) and virtual network functions‘ re-splitting and enhancement. For
example, for virtualized gateway, the re-architecture focuses on the separation of control
planes from user planes (C-U separation), while for 5G network, it focuses on the
resource aggregation of BBUs‘ control planes and the enhancement of service capability
by introducing new forms of NEs, such as MEC.
On one hand, ZTE introduces a PaaS environment for new VNFs implementation, so that
to enhance the flexibility of ―soft NEs‖ and achieve genuine network function virtualization.

14
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Based on shared cloud infrastructure, network functions will be loaded as cloudified
software featuring componentization, stateless and C-U separation and they will be
provided as VNFaaS (VNF as a Service). On the other hand, along with the
enhancement of operator‘s R&D capability and the maturity of ecology chain, the
operators have demands on creating innovative services by themselves. Based on
capability exposure of VNF components and networks, ZTE can provide PaaS capability
to operators and their partners. The operators themselves and third-parties can develop
innovative network services based on the PaaS platform and achieve fast innovation.

Figure 2-4 Focus Area of Network Service Re-architecture (Box with Red Dash Line)
Both the VNF capability formed by the re-architecture of traditional NE and the new
service capability innovated by operators and their partners are equally important to the
operators in the evolution to future network. Both of the capabilities need a unified
fundamental service architecture. ZTE recommends adopting a unified IaaS/PaaS
environment for building of new types of VNFs and service innovation.
The first step of network service re-architecture is to virtualize telecom services based on
IaaS. The second step is to achieve the migration and enhancement from IaaS to PaaS,
and to form a shared and componentized PaaS platform, and based on which, to achieve
the light weight design of VNFs.
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2.3.2

Virtualizing telecom network services based on IaaS
Along with the deployment of the ‗cloud & network converged‘ infrastructure, soft NEs‘
services will be borne by the new infrastructure. On one hand, the performance of
virtualization NEs will be guaranteed by the CPU performance improvement, the
deployment will be more flexible, and the capacity will be more elastic. On the other hand,
the implementation architecture of some NEs will change significantly, such as C-U
separation, separation of status information from network functions, and etc., which will
bring additional advantages.
NFV (network function virtualization) will be introduced to multiple layers of telecom
network, however the benefits are different from the virtualization of different NEs. A brief
analysis is illustrated as follows:

Figure 2-5 Analysis for Different NEs at Multi-layers in Telecom Network


Access Layer


BBU: Multi-modes co-exist and cooperation, control resource pooling benefit
for C-RAN architecture and caching capability enhanced;



OLT: Control plane pooling deployed on cloud benefit for OLT Cluster
architecture and traffic break out in the shortest path;



CPE: Some new functions, such as vFW and etc. will be deployed on
enterprise CPE enhanced with computing, Some functions of tradition CPE will
be removed to Edge DC benefit for, central maintain and expand the new
enterprise market besides traditional carrier market.
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RNC/BSC: Geographic redundancy, 2G/3G/4G cooperation, resource sharing
and dynamic resource management;





SeGW/AG/ HeNB GW: Software customization, cost reduction;



BNG(BRAS/AC)：Central O&M, cost reduction;



CR/SR/ DWDM：No obvious driver for virtualization.

Core/Service layer


VAS：Expansion and maintenance cost reduction, resource pooling, data
sharing;



RCS/CDN/IMS：Quick deployment and innovation of new service, service
convergence;



EPC/UDC/CS：Satisfy MBB increasing requirements in a low cost way, reduce
legacy equipment maintenance cost.

Considering custom business increasing speed and TCO saving after the deployment of
telecom NEs, and analyzing the value acquired after introducing new soft network
through network re-architecture, we can get the following value matrix diagram. The
conclusion is service re-architecture in VAS and core network will bring in most of the
value. The reason is that NEs in these domains are located in a centralized manner and
have less coupling with down-layer network functions, so their virtualizations are
relatively easy. In addition, these NEs have big peak to average ratios about capacity
and high demand about deployment time, so services, based on resource pool
re-architecture, can enjoy the advantage of scalability and rapid deployment. The costs
of services will be saved dramatically and the gains are great.
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Figure 2-6 Value Analysis for Network Service Re-architecture about Legacy NEs
The typical cases in service category are vCPE, vCDN and vBNG. While in core network,
the virtualization is mainly centralized on vIMS and vEPC. The deployment
characteristics are as follows:

Table 2-1 Major VNF Applications Comparison
Application
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ZTE provides virtual telecom network services called Elastic Cloud ServiceTM, which is
based on cloud characteristic and adopts componentization and stateless design. Elastic
Cloud ServiceTM includes series of solutions, such as Cloud Uni-FAN, Cloud Uni-RAN,
Cloud UniCore, iVAS, and etc. and covers all NEs which can be virtualized based on
NFV framework. It supports to deploy different components into different locations in
distributed DCs. It can allocate resources in a unified manner for the whole network and
realize VNFs‘ capacity expansion flexibly. It can also be deployed and maintained
automatically. In addition, it can isolate fault and realize self-healing. With all these
capabilities, it can guarantee the best user experience, utilize resources at most, and
manage resources in an effective and centralized way.

Figure 2-7 Elastic Cloud ServiceTM
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2.3.3

Thin VNFs based on NFV enhanced ICT PaaS—Cloud WorksTM
VNFs realized on VMs of IaaS can be called NFV IaaS phase. VNFs were inherited
legacy software architecture from traditional network elements in this phase. Those
VNFs still have many improve spaces to get better performance, listed as below:


Master/standby disaster recovery mode still using in VNFs design, which has high
redundant resource consumption, so keeping business support capability with
resource consumption linearization is necessary.



VNFs deconstruction is still not detailed enough, which cannot meet the true
virtualization requirements and fail to share the public components among different
network elements. It‘s necessary evolution from monomer thick VNF to thin VNF
based on micro service/component architecture.



VNF development mode is still based on code integration, which cannot be
deployed quickly as the IT level and not support iterative development.

It‘s

necessary to evolve to DevOps mode promoted by IT field.
For the shortcoming of NFV IaaS phase and driven by new deployment requirements,
ZTE introduces NFV enhanced ICT PaaS platform - Cloud WorksTM to carry out a new
generation of VNF re-architecture and development. Current common PaaS platform are
mainly used for Internet services and IT applications, in order to reduce developers
complexity as the goal, provide E2E DevOps service tools to developers and achieve
open integration framework based on components. Cloud WorksTM inherits those key
capabilities of IT PaaS platform, also has some special characters which are different
from traditional IT PaaS. In order to support new thin VNFs generated, some basic
components should be enhanced to PaaS and some special requirements (such as
performance, scalability) should be enhanced to PaaS. Cloud WorksTM overcomes
difficulties existing in traditional IT PaaS and it is compatible with ETSI NFV MANO for
complex applications management. Cloud WorksTM supports multiple network planes,
the network connections between containers and VMs, enhanced forwarding
TM

performance, and etc. Cloud Works

realizes CT application in PaaS platform

development and deployment, to achieve IT and CT technology convergence.

20
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Figure 2-8 VNFs Based on IaaS and PaaS

2.3.4

Benefits of Generic VNFM for multi-venders integration
ZTE and other venders develop multiple VNFs. Each VNF accepts the management of
VNFM according to ETSI NFV frame. If vendors adopt special VNFM solution, Complex
IoT problems with NFVO/VIM will bring to commercial process.
ZTE suggests adopting generic VNFM + VNF Plugging mode with priority given. Generic
VNFM acts as the core hub location in NFV MANO, NFVO locates in the upper layer of
VNFM, and VNFM locates in the upper layer of the VIMs, and EMSs and VNFs locate the
left side of the VNFM. Generic VNFM not only manages the life cycle of ZTE all VNFs,
but also the lifecycle of 3rd VNFs by 3rd VNFs‘ plug-ins integrated into ZTE generic VNFM.
Also some 3rd NFVO/VIM adaptors have been integrated into ZTE generic VNFM frame,
which will benefit operators get flexible MANO solution and avoid venders‘ locked in.
Generic VNFM mode not only reduces the internal exploitation repeats, but also solves
multi-manufacturers integration complex problem and benefits for speed up NFV
commercial process.
Generic VNFM will be achieved by using components/micro service architecture based
on ICT PaaS and support the following two deployment scenarios:


Scenario 1: Operators only provide IaaS platform and a unified PaaS will be
absence from operators‘ system. Generic VNFM should work normally on IaaS and
rd

manage ZTE and 3 VNFs deployed on IaaS. For Generic VNFM developed on ICT
PaaS environment, so it should be deployed on IaaS integrated with a light ICT
PaaS.
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Scenario 2: Operators use ICT PaaS as application deployment platform. Generic
VNFM can be directly deployed in PaaS platform to manage ZTE VNFs and 3rd
VNFs deployed on this ICT PaaS, also manage VNFs run directly on IaaS.

2.3.5

Building an open and innovative service ecological chain
In addition to the re-architecture of traditional network to a new network service, telecom
operators also need to consider the loading/execution of third-party applications and
bring new service innovation. Opening network capability and innovative environment is
an inevitable choice to expand the industry wisdom and transform innovative business
model.

Figure 2-9 Transformation of Telco Business Model
Based on the operators‘ open resource, open network and open software ability to form
new ecosystem (Telco PaaS capability scope), the 3rd developers can develop innovative
new business. The goal is to help telecom operators transform from traditional business
to super operators‘ operation of the telco capability platform, and realize the
transformation of business model innovation.
ZTE supply Cloud WorksTM to satisfy operators‘ new requirements and contribute to build
TM

open innovation ecological chain. Cloud Works

provides DevOps integration

development and lifecycle automation hosting, reducing the difficulty for third-party
developers, supporting public rapid innovation.
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2.3.6

Highlights of network service re-architecture
Network service re-architecture focuses on implementing software and hardware
decouple of traditional telecom network elements, using the latest design idea (such as
container/ micro service/ components) and NFV enhanced ICT PaaS to realize of the
rd

cloud software architecture of VNFs and 3 applications. Network service re-architecture
introduces generic VNFM to management of multi venders & multi types of VNFs
(including for thick VNFs based on VMs and thin VNFs based on the container). Network
service re-architecture introduces Cloud WorksTM to the industry to activate the operators‘
innovative R&D ability and enhance industry vitality.
The key highlights of network service re-architecture：


ZTE has the most comprehensive services of VNFs based on IaaS, which cover
access/ core network/ service layers and achieve the industry's first commercial
case.



ZTE adopts innovatively micro services/container the latest IT technology to realize
thin VNFs.



ZTE launches the industry's first NFV enhanced ICT PaaS-- Cloud WorksTM, create
an open innovation ecological chain.
rd

ZTE adopts generic VNFM to manage ZTE full VNFs and 3

party VNFs. Variety of

NBI/SBI adapters are integrated into generic VNFM, which benefit for easy integration
with different vendors NFVO/VIM and removing vendor lock-in.

2.4

Operation re-architecture: builds an orchestration &

managament layer featured with “Smart Operation”
2.4.1

Overview
Along with the embedment of informative construction, business applications and IT
applications have merged, IT as a Service has become a new trend, the centralization
and effective management has become more and more important. With the network and
service reconstruction, the on-demand rapid deployment of computer and storage
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resources and their dynamic allocation has been gradually achieved on telecom
networks; however, comparing with customer expectations, there are still big gaps on the
network operation and maintenance capability such as rapid deployment, auto
orchestration of services and resources and etc. This is the greatest weakness in order
to achieve a full network virtualization, automation and intelligence.
ZTE‘s MICT-OSTM is the brain of intelligent control of ElasticNet featured with cloud &
network convergence and its center of external capability exposure. It is a new
generation operation management system featured with unified orchestration, automatic
O&M and openness. By referring to the idea and experience of successful operation and
maintenance of IT enterprises, MICT-OSTM is structured based on the technologies of
SDN/NFV and Big Data analysis, and featured with unified service and resource
orchestration management system, integrated development and unified releasing of
services, unified allocation of network-wise resources, elastic scalability, which enables
and supports the operators‘ deep thinking and innovative attempts in business
transformation : from a network-centric mode to a business experience centric mode.
MICT-OSTM adopts advanced micro-services architecture. Different functional modules
are seamlessly integrated by micro-services components. The overall architecture is
illustrated below,

Figure 2-10 Operation Re-architecture Scope & Structure
TM

According to the idea of DevOps, the overall architecture of MICT-OS

can be divided

into two domains: Design Domain and Execution Domain.
Design Domain focuses on the execution and maintenance of services
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Unified BSS: provides CRM, billing, customer self-service portal, operation analysis
Legacy OSS/EMS: focuses on service provisioning, resource management, SLA
management, performance management, fault management and etc.
GSO: focuses on E2E service orchestration, E2E service creation, testing, activation,
monitoring and quality assurance, and responsible for reporting relative information to
upper BSS.
SDNO: focuses on the orchestration and implementation of network connectivity services
across domain and under multiple controllers, as well as providing programmable
interface to the upper layer.
NFVO: provides the functions required in the MANO sections of ETSI NFV standards,
implementing the automatic orchestration and life cycle management of virtual network
services.
Inventory Mgt: provides a real-time unified view of assets throughout the network, which
supports real-time presentations of assets occupation status and the correlation of
assets from multiple dimensions. It provides not only a top-down order-to-implementation
vertical business view, but also a end-to-end horizontal view.
Big Data: focuses on network data collection and analysis, including real-time collection
and analysis and non real-time collection and analysis. The information is collected from
NFVI, VNFs, NSs, real-time traffic of SDN networks, QoS and etc. The results of big data
analysis can be used by related network elements through open APIs.
Design domain focuses on the design & testing of services:
Service Design Environment: is responsible for providing an integrated environment for
template design and a visualized design environment for templates of virtualized NSs,
VNFs, network connectivity and etc.
Policy Mgt: focuses on unified network policy creation, management and distribution.
According to the results of big data analysis, Telcos can create new policies or adjust
existing ones, and then distribute them into related network elements for execution to
adjust the network. These policies means those policy templates, such as VNF scaling
in/out polices, traffic route optimization polices and etc., which can be recognized and
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executed

by

various

levels

of

management

units,

such

as

SDNO/NFVO,

SDN-Controller/VNFM and etc.
Catalogs/Repositories: focuses on unified template catalog and data storage of a
variety of resource repositories, as well as providing APIs for upper-level applications.
Unified template catalog includes catalogs of products, services and resources.
Resource repositories include repositories of policies, workflows, images of different
versions, and etc.

2.4.2

GSO: realizes E2E orchestration
GSO realizes the service orchestration and focuses on the E2E services‘ creation,
testing, activation, monitoring, and quality assurance and etc. When GSO receives
service requests from users‘ self-service Portal or BSS, based on service types, it will call
relevant service resource templates and divide resources into three categories:


The virtual network resources such as virtual NSs and VNFs managed by NFVO



The network connections such as VPNs and VxLANs managed by SDNO



The resources of government and enterprise applications and IT applications
managed by EAM

According to the types and metadata of resources, GSO will initiate resource creation or
resource change requests to next layer management element, such as SDNO or NFVO,
which will implement the creation of related resource. GSO will be responsible for the
further activation and testing of E2E resources and feed results back to upper BSS or the
user‘s self-service Portal, the service flow is illustrated as follows:
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Figure 2-11 GSO Service Processing Framework

2.4.3

NFVO: realizes virtual resource orchestration
NFVO focuses on providing the orchestration functions requested in the MANO domain
specified in ETSI NFV standards, which implements automatic orchestration and whole
lifecycle management of services, supports the NFVI layer orchestration of infrastructure
resources supplied by ZTE and third parties and the management of upper software
system of ZTE and third parties as well as finishes the lifecycle management and
immigration of VNF by VNFM.
NFVO includes three functional modular:
Service orchestration module includes two major components: service designing
component and service running component. The service designing component is
composed by two functions: one function focuses on the static topology of NSs and
implements the orchestration of NFs for the composition of NSs, VLs among NFs,
VNFFGs between NFs, and customized parameter of NSs exposed outward; the other
function focuses on the lifecycle management of NSs and implements the orchestration
of dynamic processes such as defining corresponding policies and actions and etc..
Usually, visualized design is supported for network services. NFVO is provided with a
graphic interface and it supports nested NS, implementing service by defining, editing
and saving according to network topology, and producing TOSCA/YANG files.
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Service running component mainly includes service running engine and workflow engine
which implements NS action such as deployment, elastics, modification, upgrade, search,
start, stop, halt according to NS design and Client parameter configuration.


The resource orchestration module: the resource orchestration functions include
resource management and policy management. The global resource management
supports cross-VIM resource orchestration, provides resource management
interface to the service orchestration module to realize resource reservation and
distribution for VNF, and provides a unified CMDB configuration management
database, which stores not only the global NFV instance and global NFVI resource
data defined by TOSCA model, but also other resource data, for example NS model
catalog data, NS/VNF automatic orchestration plan, service strategy etc. The policy
management supports the NS instance and VNF instance related policy
management (such as the scale in/out of NS/VNF policy, access control policy,
resource management policy and alarm management policy etc).



The centralized monitoring module: It supports the whole network centralized
monitoring based on SLA. The foundational functions include alarm / performance /
status / system monitoring, resource topology / service topology, for the physical,
virtual, VNF and NS layer, the other more advanced functions include NS service
monitoring and NFVI resource monitoring on the different relative layer. The
centralized monitoring module can realize infrastructure monitoring and energy
management by integrating the 3rd party management system.

2.4.4

SDNO: realizes the orchestration of network connections
SDNO is a network orchestrator which supports unified network connection orchestration,
resource management, performance monitoring, security control, and multi-domain
topology view. SDNO realizes real-time orchestration and management of cross-domain,
cross-layer network service by centralizing control and topology management.
SDNO is programmable and open, that is easy to cooperate with upper-layer application.
SDNO makes network virtual and more elastic.
The typical application scenarios of SDNO are DCI and CloudVPN, the DCI scenario is
illustrated as follows:
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Figure 2-12 DCI Scenario

2.4.5

EAM: realizes orchestration of enterprise applications
EAM is composed of orchestration designer, cloud service management component and
execution engine. The orchestration designer provides quick and flexible workflow
design with both GUI tools for general purpose orchestration design and deep
configuration based on web. Cloud services management component provides load
balance, scale in/out, self healing, high availability, disaster recovery etc. which could be
leveraged by up level applications to enhance the security, availability of the services.
Execution engine accepts service deployment request, parses the workflow script based
on pre-defined policy and inform resource layer to finish practical deployment.
ZTE EAM solution-iSware is unified orchestrator for enterprise applications, and it is in
charge of life cycle management, O&M management, service orchestration management
for various IT applications of enterprises which run on cloud systems.

2.4.6

Policy Mgt：introduces the policy and intelligent closed-loop control
Layered policy management may include E2E service SLA guarantee policy and scaling
policy for network function, network services or network slides. The management
components in different layers (such as SDN-Controller, VNFM, GSO and etc.) use their
own policy templates which are designed by policy designer to manipulate correspondent
network services or connections. Big data will help to optimize the templates in design
stage and provide metrics on runtime and will approach policy driven network
management based on Big-Data analysis.
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Runtime management based on policy is approached with real time KPI monitoring and
policy template which defines KPI metrics and actions. Metrics can be collected directly
by management component or polling through the APIs which are exposed from Big Data
analysis task.
ZTE‘s Policy Mgt solution- vUPC, is a unified policy management component, which
provides functionality of design, conflict checking, testing, deployment and unified view of
whole network policy.

Figure 2-13 Constituting a Policy-driven Adaptive Close-loop System with Big Data,
Policy Mgmt. and Orchestration

2.4.7

Big Data: data collection, processing and analysis
TM

ZTE‘s Big Data solution –DAP is a core component of MICT-OS , which provides the
capability of data collection, storage and analysis. Big data applications based on DAP
analyze and predict service performance, network traffic, user behavior pattern, user
experiences and network failures also provide metrics and analysis for vUPC to
approach dynamic route optimization, scale in/out of network capability, service SLA
guarantee. Collaboration of DAP and vUPC may finish the close loop of entire network
automatic management gradually.
Architecture of data collection and analysis based on DAP show on chart 2.X
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Figure 2-14 Big Data Platform
Application layer: provides required big data analysis

related to specific

applications.
Intermediate layer: provides middle-wares to the upper layer including mining algorithm
and framework, the data modeling tools, as well as the data sharing capability.
Storage computing layer: includes the stable and efficient mass data storage for
structured, semi-structured and unstructured data, and data interface for the upper level
access including real-time and non real time data. This layer supports batch computing
and flow computing which provide efficient analysis and computing of massive data.
Collection layer: is responsible for collecting data from multiple data sources, then
cleaning and conversion the data. It converts the data from external system to a suitable
format and loads into the storage computing layer.
Data source: includes both traditional network and SDN/NFV network, including network
status, BSS/OSS data, social application data, and any required data from any external
data source.
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Common Management: The unified management of the various components of the
platform, including management on security, log, alarm, performance, version control,
monitoring, etc.

2.4.8

aPaaS：core platform of business enablers
The orientations of ZTE aPaaS (application PaaS) are：


Provide core platform for Telco ICT；



Developer‘s innovation camp；



Sales platform for application provider‘s

ZTE aPaaS, based on PaaS capability constructed on micro-service architecture,

aims

to build a unified and open service delivery platform which provides application
developing environment, API management, billing, application hosting and service
integration. It is the key component in transforming to DevOps Internet style development
mode by maximizing self and 3rd services.
ZTE aPaaS includes 3 layers: capability provision layer, capability open layer, capability
resource layer:


Capability provision layer. The interface layer for developers and carriers to register,
develop applications and apply special APIs.



Capability open layer. It forms capability library by aggregating ICT resources and
resource life cycle management including publish, order, use, load, unload, to
guarantee well-organized capability consuming and it includes 3 key parts:
capability provision platform, capability integration platform and capability
management platform. The architecture is as follows:


Capability provision platform. It includes Dev and Ops domain. Dev domain
includes development portal and development framework, Ops domain
includes operation portal, service market and application store.
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Capability integration platform. It integrates capability by service bus, decouple
capability to micro capability, and realize service on demand. It can make
capability cascade exposure and be customized by scenes.



Capability management platform. It provides whole security, system controlling,
capability management, etc.



Capability resource layer. The base capability layer, such as network capability,
operating capability, IT capability

2.4.9

Highlights of operation re-architecture
TM

MICT-OS is the intelligent control brain of convergent ElasticNet cloud and tube and the
center of open capability to outer system. It is key highlight as follows:


GSO is introduced to achieve E2E service orchestration, which enhance automatic
deployment and operation of the network and help with the exposure of

operation

capability.


It is based on the big data platform DAP to realize the whole network data collection,
storage, deep mining and analysis, which can support the decision of key strategy
and dynamic adjustment for the whole network.



Business enabling open component and unified policy management component are
introduced to help the telecom operators with business mode transformation and
innovation and improve the overall operation capability.



By introducing the concepts of design domain and implementation domain, a
closed-loop operation and O&M system is constituted. By designing->running-> big
data analysis-> redesign, the network can be continuously improved, and so as the
customer experience.
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3 Typical Application Scenarios and Solutions
of ZTE ElasticNet
Previous text elaborate on the architecture of ElasticNet from a horizontally layered
prospective. Powered by cloud computing, SDN and NFV technologies, ElasticNet
features extraodinary elasticity, flexibility and efficiency, and be able to not only fulfill the
demands for changable traditional services, but also support the booming integrated
senarios such as CO re-construction, 5g network slicing and network on-demand (NoD).

3.1

CO Re-construction solution based on edge cloud

3.1.1 CO Re-construction becomes the entry point of operators network
transformation
Operators are facing with the challenges and opportunities of network transformation
featured by SDN/NFV. How to reconstruct the large amount of existing central offices and
legacy equipments, how to utilize these physical resources and how to transform legacy
networks to SDN/NFV-based networks, these have become operators‘ major issues.
ZTE‘s CO Re-construction solution has opened up a practical pathway to solve these
issues. The legacy central offices are to be reconstructed as datacenters for both
telecom and IT cloud services to reduce CapEx and OpEx, which can improve user
experience and provide more value added applications.
The evolution to a SDN/NFV-oriented network based on multi-tier DCs (Central-DC,
District-DC and Edge-DC) has become a trend of network architecture development.
Comparing with ISPs, the large amount of local Edge-DCs are the most important
properties and advantages of the operators.
The Edge-DC mainly covers the field of local network to provide service for local access
and pays close attention to low latency and experience improvement. And the
deployment of Edge-DC will be carried out mainly by CO re-construction.
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3.1.2

3.1.2.1

Overview of CO Re-construction solution

The factors needs to be considered for the selection of COs to be
re-constructed as edge-DCs
Legacy network elements are reconstructed with universal servers in the CO
Re-construction solution, which could be helpful in centralization of equipments and
resources sharing. That will lead to a significant decrease on the quantity of COs. Hence,
only some suitable COs will be reconstructed as edge-DCs, the others will be shifted out.
Following key factors needs to be considered for the selection of suitable COs:
1.

The power and air-condition capacity of equipments.
The power density per rack for legacy telecom specific equipments is about
2kW~4kW, whereas every IT rack of a DC can contains 20~30 servers and the
power density per rack is increased to 10kW~20kW. Hence the higher standards on
the power and air-conditioning systems for DCs are required.

2.

The size of CO.
For example one edge-DC can provide services for 200 thousands broadband users,
400 thousands mobile users, and 10 thousands enterprise users, which needs 80
servers for the computer resources required by the VNFs, such as vCPE, vEPC,
vCDN, vBNG etc. If one rack includes 10 servers, then these VNFs needs 8 racks
and the services also needs 20~30 network infrastructure devices, such as
Spine/Leaf switches, network gateways, firewalls and etc., so 5 additional racks are
needed. Taking account in other storage resources and auxiliary equipments, the
2

total resources for CT services are 15~20 racks, and around 60 m space. Moreover,
enterprise cloud services, such as cloud hosting service, cloud mainframe service
etc., will required extra space.

Hence it is recommended that the reconstruction
2

shall be done on those DC with room size of more than 150 m .
3.

The optical fiber resources.
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There will be more and more access nodes to be uplinked to the edge-DC because
of more and more users. So the optical fiber resources of the edge-DC should be
sufficient..
So when we consider where the edge-DCs should be, a combination of multiple factors
such as power, air-conditioning, space and optical fiber resources should be considered.

3.1.2.2

The network architecture of edge-DC after CO re-construction
The architecture of CO re-construction has following main features:
1.

COs will be reconstructed to the local ICT cloud DC which will be able to serve both
local telco cloud services and local enterprise cloud services;

2.

Constructing the local DCs as an overlay to existing WAN with multi-functional
network element TTGW, which will help legacy services smoothly migrate into edge
DCs.

3.

Introducing VxLAN to accessing layer(OLT and BBU) and achieving automatic
management;

4.

Supporting future-oriented evolution of fix-mobile convergence.

The edge-DCs will adopt distributed deployment. The COs will be reconstructed as
edge-DCs; the remote sites will be reconstructed as a semi-DC, in which specific
equipments and COTS will be together, and become the DC remote modules, and
constitute the distributed edge-DCs with the reconstructed COs.
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Edge-DC

Distributed
E-DC

Cloud Management System,
SDN Controller,
vBNG/vCPE/vCDN/vEPC…

DC
remote module

DC
remote module

OLT/ITBBU/vCDN/vMEC…

DC
remote module
OLT/ITBBU/vCDN/vMEC…

Figure 3-1 Deployment of Distributed Edge-DCs

3.1.3

The value of CO-Reconstruction solution
1.

BNG equipments re-architected as the resource pool, the number is reduce by 80%.
The control plane of vBNG is virtualized as a cluster, which has the elastic
performance and will no longer be a bottleneck;
The forwarding plane based on resource pool is elastically allocated, flexibly reused,
and shared between peak and off-peak times. So it is easy to deal with the average
traffic instead of the peak traffic. The capacity and access bandwidth are no longer a
bottleneck, and the number of forwarding equipments can be reduced significantly.

Figure 3-2 NG Devices Re-architected as Resource Pool
2.

The innovative multi-functional TTGW (traffic termination gateway) builds the local
DC over existing metro network to archive smooth service migration.
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The TTGW takes both the role of traditional BNG, connecting the CR of Metro to
bear the PPPoE service, and the role of leaf node and GW of DC, introducing value
added service into DC and acting as DC GW for southbound/northbound traffic.
Furthermore, the TTGW is responsible for SFC deep workflow differentiation and
supports flexible service chain.
3.

Less pass-through traffic in the metro network, and better user experience
Deploying the cache of vCDN in the E-DC to get big videos nearby will reduce more
than 30% pass-through traffic in the metro network, and relieve the pressure on the
expansion of the CR.
Deploying the user plane of vEPC in the E-DC for local processing will reduce
service delay, and improve the user experience.

4.

Better scalability
The flexible expansion of users: The basic resources（compute，storage and
network） are virtualized as resource pool in E-DC, which are elastically expanded
according to the service and no longer limited by the processing capacity;
The various expansion of service: based on universal COTS hardware, various new
services and new APPs can be deployed in the E-DC on demand in the future; the
slicing of E-DC resource pool can support any service expansion.

5.

Centralized management
As central office reconstructed as ICT cloud, the network based on SDN and the
services based on NFV are centralized managed by a unified system which can
manage all the resources including computing，storage and network in the E-DC.
The centralized management and operation will effectively save OPEX.
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3.2

Network slicing solution for 5G

3.2.1

Realization of network slicing to meet the requirement for 5G scenarios
With its extensive usage and the convenience of access, the future of wireless mobile
communication will no longer be limited to the communication between people, but will
be extended to all aspects of human society. With the evolution to the 5G, mobile
broadband system will be a full service network that integrates multi technologies. ITU
defines three major scenarios for 5G: 1, mobile broadband (MBB), oriented to 4K / 8K
ultra high definition video, holographic technology, enhanced reality and virtual reality etc.
the main requirement for mobile broadband is higher data capacity; 2, large-scale
machine communication (massive IOT), massive sensors deployed for logistics, smart
city, and many other fields, sensors are distributed densely and mostly non-moving; 3,
high reliability and low latency communication, especially when 5G is applied in the field
of autonomous vehicles, remote robot control, remote medical surgery and other real
time applications, ultra low end-to-end delay is required, usually not more than a few
milliseconds. NGMN also gives a description of the 5G. 5G network slicing is a set of 5G
network functions and dedicated RAT (access technology Radio) set targeted at the
specific application scenarios or business models. The concepts defined include the
network slicing blueprint, sub network slicing blueprint, network slicing instance, sub
network slicing instance, etc.. Applications have different requirements such as speed,
capacity, coverage rate, security and so on, which requires 5G network to be built on
flexible network slicing, operators can realize reasonable network deployment and
flexible and dynamic adjustment according to user requirements on speed, capacity and
coverage, so as to meet the personalized need under different application scenarios.
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Figure 3-3 5G Telecom Network Prototype Example
While networks before 5G can be compared to an individual event gymnast, 5G network
is more like a all-around gymnast. 5G network faces requirements of different application
scenarios, 5G network flexibly configures logical dedicated networks over the deployed
physical network to meet the requirements of each scenario, each dedicated network is
oriented to the needs of different scenarios, the dedicated networks are logically
independent and do not affect each other. As shown in Figure above, in network slice
blueprint (network slice template) network functional structure and link relationships
between the slices of the network are defined, instantiation of the network slices in the
infrastructure can be achieved through selecting network slices. These functional
software packages for instantiation are stored in advance in the pool of service resources
(service software warehouse). Only after the introduction of NFV, SDN and cloud
architecture, can flexible network slicing be realized through strong orchestration
capability. ZTE ElasticNet solution is based on SDN/NFV technology,
cloud-network-convergence

architecture

and

with

advanced

TM

orchestration/operation/maintenance system MICT-OS , ElasticNet can satisfy all key
requirement in the 5G times.

3.2.2

Life cycle management and orchestration of 5G slicing
Specifically for 5G network prototype construction, drawing on the experience of the
latest IT technology, design ideas using light VNF through containers, components, and
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micro-service satisfies flexible network slicing better than traditional heavy VNF based on
VMs. Of cause, 5G network does not exclude VM based VNF. 5G network also requires
the reconstructed new PNF (physical network element function) taken into slice
management, various forms of NF/NFC can be organically orchestrated for subnet
slices or network slices, some basic concepts in 5G network architecture are defined as
follows:


Network slice: a specific logic network constituted by a group of network resources
for specific commercial purposes or customer service, composed of 0/1/ multiple
subnet slices, such as end to end network service cross access equipment, bearer
network, core network and service platform.



SubNetwork Slice: a functional aggregation composed of a group of network
resource instances, such as ran, EPC, IMS, OSS / BSS etc..



Network Resource/Network Function: Physical or virtual network function, node,
hardware or wireless resources, can be exclusively used or shared by network
slices, such as RNC, MME, SGW, etc..

From the perspective of resource mapping, figure below shows a network slice
containing a number of sub network slices which realizes an NF function each. A subnet
can be composed with multiple PODs of K8S, or be composed with the PODs and VMs
mixed, or be composed entirely of VMs. PODs are filled with a number of containers for
loading servicelet for micro service, Both PODs and VMs can instantiate micro services.
To realize a network slice, servicelets are assembled into micro services, and micro
services further assembled into services through registration and discovery mechanism.
After mapping services to the NFCs, network slices are formed in telecom blueprint
through layers of orchestration and management on NFCs/NFs/ SubNetwork slices.
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Figure 3-4 Mapping Relationship Between Container and VM Resources in Telecom
Network
Network service orchestration is a very important function in 5G network. Network
service orchestration realizes the establishment, management and revocation of network
slices. Operators can customize network slice templates according to the scenario
requirements in advance, network slice templates include basic network services (NS),
network functions (NF), interfaces and connection relationships among the function
modules, and also the resources needed by these function modules.

3.2.3

ElasticNet realizes a more subtle network slice
With respect to new demands on 5G, ElasticNet‘s orchestration-maintenance
TM

-management system MICT-OS

enhances the arrangement ability on network slicing,

also introduces NFV enhanced ICT PaaS—a Telecom grade cloud factory named Cloud
WorksTM to develop more flexible light VNF for more flexible and diversified network
slicing construction. By introducing IT micro service based design concept, Cloud
WorksTM further granulize, containerize, and componentize the VNFs that virtualized from
traditional network elements, construct standard modules for assembling new VNFs.
Components can be shared among VNFs of different type and capacity. MICT-OSTM can
miniaturize network slicing, serve more flexible scenario needs.
TM

MICT-OS

provides portal for network construction and O&M personnel of operators,

realizing automated deployment and O&M for multiple slicing of the network.
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Figure 3-5 Service Component Model Library and Network Slice Templates
MICT-OSTM includes a service component model library for network slicing and the slice
templates that can be used for the service characteristics. A slice template includes the
location of, the number of, the connection relationship between the model components in
the flexible network. Service component model library can include access management,
load management, wireless access user interface, core network user surface, safety
management, flow agent, management strategy, MEC (Mobile Edge Computing) service,
radio resource management and wireless network information service, etc., if new types
of components is defined in the Cloud WorksTM component library, corresponding modes
will also be imported into the service component model library automatically.
Network construction and maintenance personnel of operators can import eMBB slice
template in MICT-OSTM, after appropriate modification and verification on the template
content in the visual layout system according to service characteristics, eMBB slice is led
TM

to automatic deployment process. MICT-OS

orchestration system apply network

resources according to the requirements of this slice, and allocate resources to complete
the eMBB instantiation, including creating virtual network function module, linking and
configuring each module, verifying and provisioning network service capabilities.
Operators can move on to import mMTC slice templates and MEC slice templates,
MICT-OSTM orchestration system

check the data center resources, if resources are

sufficient, slice instantiation process will be completed. MICT-OSTM can also supervise
and manage network slices created, dynamically expand or free network resources
according to the actual volume of services, and in the end of the life cycle destruct
network slices. Network optimization can be driven through the big data collection and
the choice of strategy, which makes the network slicing division and network resource
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allocation more reasonable, enabling automatic operation and maintenance, timely
response to changes in the network and service, ensuring the user experience
satisfaction and improve the utilization of network resources.

3.2.4

The value of network slicing solution
The Elastic MICT-OS

TM

provides the capability of network slice orchestration to approach

the network on demand, experience on demand, services on demand and to construct
basic network service with lower cost.
In addition to the three mean capabilities of new type of application hosting, efficient Dev
environment and Ops optimization, by introducing the enhanced NFV ICT PaaS--Cloud
WorksTM, ElasticNet constructs a cloud work capability based on artifacts development,
artifacts operation and service management. The cloud work may attract more
developers to promote the innovation of personalized and diversified services.
With the collaboration of the MICT-OSTM and Cloud WorksTM, the ElasticNet will make
network slices miniature to fit the requirements of agility in some scenarios.
In short, keep responding to the requirement of 5G, the ElasticNet will strongly support
telco-operators in achieving cloud based network, network slice, service innovation,
management transformation and the smooth evolution to future 5G networks.

3.3

Network on-Demand solution

3.3.1 Network on-Demand satisfies the users with customized service on
demand
Because of the blocked network, it has been long and difficult for the users to acquire
network resources and services on-demand, which has seriously limited the
development of the services. The SDN achieves centralized-control by the separation of
the network control plane and forwarding plane, and makes it possible that the customers
can get the network resources and services on demand over the exposure of the network
capability. NoD (Network on-Demand) is the output of the combination of the customer
requirements and the latest technology.
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Based on the analysis of network itself and the requirements of various scenarios, the
application of NoD is categorized to two aspects, on-demand network connection and
on-demand network service, as shown below:

Figure 3-6 Services Analysis of NoD
Users can select the desired network connection and network services according to their
requirements. For the network connection, users can select node, bandwidth, QoS and
other related resources, which can be customized for the quality-assured E2E
connection; Based on that, user can select the desired network services, such as: NAT,
firewall, DPI and etc., and can also form the related service chain according to the users'
requirements.
As the users select the desired network connection and network services, the required
services will be the automatically deployed aided by orchestration and appropriate
controller. The rapid service deployment and adjustment will enhance the user's
perception significantly.

3.3.2

Network connection on-demand
Network connection on-demand is mainly for services of varied enterprise private line on
demand. Contrast to the traditional private line, it can set up the private line automatically
and select the nodes freely, as well as adjust the bandwidth and SLA dynamically. It
focuses on three scenarios, namely: Site-to-Site，Site-to-DC，Site-to-Internet.
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Site-to-Site: It mainly provides point to point or point to multipoint private-line services for
enterprise users which meet the requirement of automatic enterprise private line service
between headquarter and branch or among branches ;
Site-to-Internet: It mainly provides the private-line services of internet access for
enterprise users which satisfy the access requirement on any site. The branches can
select access on nearby site or via the headquarter, and can also adjust the access
bandwidth flexibly;
Site-to-DC: It mainly provides DC resources access and private-line services for users
based on the resource pool that can offer different kinds of services and applications.
Site-to-DC means the cloud access ability for enterprise, and the solution requires
cooperating with DC solution to realize synergy connection between inside and outside
as well as services on-demand ability within DC

3.3.3

Network service on-demand
Except for the basic network connection requirement, it is more important for the
enterprise users to choose service on demand. So the other key point is to provide
service on-demand including the solutions of the centralized service on-demand
provision in DC and the distributed one on customer side.

3.3.3.1

Centralized service-on-demand based on DCs
With CO re-construction of metro network, some novel cloud DCs will be constructed
steadily in the local network. The cloud DCs can provide virtualized resource pool

and

various services of public, private, hybrid cloud as well as different value-added service
required by enterprise users. Thus, the Network on-Demand solution can integrate with
CO

re-construction

in

local

network,

which

can

provide

comprehensive

service-on-demand including both network connection and network service for the
enterprise users.
The orchestrator is deployed to coordinate the SDN controllers inside and outside the DC,
so as to set up the E2E private line from metro network to DC and realizes
service-on-demand of DC by SFC. The enterprise users can implement value-added
service on demand such NAT, firewall, DPI, and etc.
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3.3.3.2

Distributed service-on-demand based on micro cloud gateways
For some large and medium-scale enterprise users, higher security and autonomy of
service are required, which request some localized value-added service, such as FW,
NAT and WAN acceleration. Therefore it is necessary for the local access gateway at
customer side to have strong intelligent capability.
Micro cloud gateway is the smart CPE product that is suitable for the large and
medium-scale enterprise users and owns stronger computing capability comparing to
legacy CPE. It not only provides SDN gateway accessibility but also can install local NFV
software as well as brings distribute smart capability, which realizes local value-added
service. And for situations of disruption happens in remote DC or connection breakdown,
the micro cloud gateway helps to keep value-added service working as normal.
The NoD solution can integrate the centralized and the distributed service-on-demand
and to be deployed flexibly according to user requirements.

3.3.4

The value of Network on-Demand solution
NOD is the new developmental stage of SDN/NFV, which can improve user experience
and strengthen the operator‘s operation capability so that improve service incomes. ,The
key value of Network on-Demand solution are :
1.

By the overlay construction method , rapid service deployment canbe achieved
without change to existing network;

2.

In contrast to legacy leased lines, network connections and service functions can
be automatically deployed, which significantly reduces the waiting time for the
customer to get the service, and provides more aboundant value-added services,
and improve the user experience effectively;

3.

It provides more value-added services by service function chain, which can
increase the business income of the operator, and improve the stickiness of
enterprise users;
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4.

It realizes the on-demand method combing centralization with distribution, and be
able to fulfill various needs of different customers, and achieve complementation of
services on cloud and those at local.
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4 Future of ElasticNet
In summary, based on ―One Center, Dual-Engines and Triple-layer Re-architectures",
and with multi-layer deconstructions, resource convergence, and replacing the traditional
vertical integrated service offering mode with the horizontally layered mode,

ElasticNet

achieves the intensive, effective and agile management of resources, and constitutes the
target architecture of future network, and supports innovative application scenarios such
as CO-reconstruction, 5G network slicing, network on-demand, and etc.
In the future, ElasticNet solution will be enhanced in follows fields：


Collaboration and interaction with open source communities on various projects
To develop ElasticNet controlling and orchestration modules based on open source
software, and at the same time contribute to the open source community with the
concepts of ElasticNet and technology.



Cooperation and integration with the industry
To create integrated industrial chain, ZTE will continue to build the ElasticNet open
laboratory, and provide a DevOps environment for 3rd party partners,

and invite

them to jointly develop services and enhance modules on the ElasticNet network.


Deeply cooperation with operators
To deeply cooperate with operators, and jointly research the future network and
explore the new opportunities of service, and realize the comprehensive network
innovation and business innovation.

ElasticNet is also an important part of the ZTE M-ICT strategy. ZTE is meeting the
demand of the new network era with a more open mind and never tired of exploring spirit.
We firmly believe that through a wide range of cooperation and unremitting efforts, a
thriving and prosperous M-ICTTM world based on ElasticNet will come true......
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5 Acronyms
AC：Access Controller
AG：Access Gateway
AG：Access Route
BBU：Building Baseband Unit
BNG：Broadband Network Gateway
BRAS：Broadband Remote Access Server
BSC：Base Station Controller
COTS：Commercial-off-the-shelf
CDN：Content Delivery Network
CMS：Cloud Management System
CO：Central Office
CR：Core Router
DAP: Data Analysis Platform
DC：Data Center
DCI：DC Interconnection
DevOps： Development & Operations
DPDK： Data Plane Development Kit
EAM：Enterprise Application Management
EPC：Evolved Packet Core
EVPN：Ethernet VPN
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EMS：Element Management System
GPP： General Processing Platform
GSO： Global Service Orchestrator
IDC： Internet Data Center
IMS：IP Multimedia Subsystem
IPRAN：Internet Protocol Radio Access Network
MBB： Mobile Broadband
MEC： Mobile Edge Computing
M-ICT：Mobile-Information & Communications Technology
MICT-OS：Mobile Information & Communications Technology-Operating System
NF：Network Function
NFV：Network Function Virtualization
NFVO： Network Function Virtualization Orchestrator
NS：Network Service
ODL：OpenDaylight
ONF：Open Networking Foundation
OLT：Optical Line Terminal
OPEX：Operating Expense
PaaS：Platform as a Service
PNF：Physical Network Function
PTN：Packet Transport Network
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RCS：Rich Communication Suite
RNC： Radio Network Controller
SD-DC： Software Defined - Data Center
SDN：Software-Defined Networking
SDNO：SDN Orchestrator
SDON：Software Defined Optical Network
SD-WAN： Software Defined - Wide Area Network
SeGW：Security Gateway
SR： Service Router
TECS： TULIP Elastic Computing System
TOR：Top-of-Rack
TTGW：Tunnel Termination Gateway
UDC：User Data Convergence
v-CPE： virtual - Customer Premises Equipment
VNF： Virtual Network Function
VNFM：VNF Manager
vUPC：virtual Unified Policy Center
VxLAN：Virtual Extensible LAN
XaaS： X (Everything) as a Service
ZENIC：ZTE ElasticNet Intelligent Controller
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